
BiO: 

In 2020, Antiguan and Barbudan writer Joanne C. Hillhouse’s Burt Award winning teen/young adult novel Musical Youth received a 

starred review from Kirkus Reviews which also named it one of its top 100 indie books, and teen/YA and romance novels reviewed 

that year. She was previously named, in a 2018 article by award winning Guadeloupe writer Gerty Dambury on Literary Hub, as one 

of ‘10 Female Caribbean Authors You Should Know and Add to Your American Lit Syllabus’. She has authored seven books of fiction 

– 3 children’s picture books (With Grace, Lost! A Caribbean Sea Adventure, and The Jungle Outside), one coming of age book 

(The Boy from Willow Bend), one teen/young adult novel (Musical Youth), one adult contemporary drama (Oh Gad!), and one 

adult contemporary romance (Dancing Nude in the Moonlight).  

With Grace was a 2017 pick for the United States Virgin Islands Governor’s Summer Read Challenge. Lost! A Caribbean Sea Adven-

ture) has been translated in to Spanish (¡¡Perdida! Una Aventura En El Mar Caribe).  The Boy from Willow Bend and Musical 

Youth are on schools reading lists in Antigua and Barbuda and other Caribbean islands. Oh Gad! was recommended on NPR. 

Joanne has published in several journals and anthologies – notably Pepperpot: Best New Stories from the Caribbean published by 

Peekash, a merger of US-independent Akashic and UK-independent Peepal Tree, and NAACP Image Award nominated New Daugh-

ters of Africa published by UK’s Myriad. Her short story ‘Amelia at Devil’s Bridge’, originally published in Pepperpot, has been 

twice excerpted in a Harper Collins CSEC Revision Guide and has been taught at colleges in Belize, the BVI, and the US. Her short 

story ‘The Other Daughter’, published in Commonwealth Writers’ Adda and Heady Mix’s Windrush, has been included in the na-

tional assessment in Denmark. 

Joanne has served on the judging panel for the Caribbean leg of CODE-Canada-sponsored Bocas-Trinidad-administered Burt award, 

organized and facilitated a CODE-sponsored workshop in Antigua, and acted as a mentor for CODE in Africa She has participated in 

festivals in various parts of the world – including the Sharjah International Book Fair, the Medellin World Poetry Festival (virtually), 

the Congress of Caribbean Writers in Guadeloupe, Aye Write! in Scotland, Miami Book Fair, and, in New York, the PEN World Voic-

es Festival  (literary safari) and Brooklyn Book Festival, among others. She’s received several awards and fellowships, including the 

2008 Michael and Marilee Fairbanks International Fellowship to the US’ “oldest and most prestigious” writing conference, Bread-

loaf, and fellowships to Texas A & M’s Callaloo workshop at Brown University and the University of Miami’s Caribbean Fiction Writ-

ers Summer Institute. She received a Catapult Creative Arts grant and Women of Wadadli Award for literature in 2020. In 2021, she 

was selected as an honoree in the first Rebel Women Lit’s Caribbean Readers Awards.  

Joanne is also a recipient of the Leonard Tim Hector Memorial Award. She has twice been short listed for the Small Axe Prize for 

Fiction and twice long listed for the Brooklyn Caribbean Literary Festival Elizabeth Nunez Short Story prize for Caribbean-resident 

writers. She has won two literary prizes from The Caribbean Writer literary journal – one for flash fiction and one bestowed to writ-

ers working in the Caribbean. 

In 2004, she founded the Wadadli Youth Pen Prize to nurture and showcase the literary arts in Antigua and Barbuda. 
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Joanne has a BA with honours in Mass Communication from the University of the West Indies and has worked in print, TV, and 

online journalism, in film and TV production, and in public education.  She has for a number of years since divorcing the 9-5 worked 

independently as a writer, editor, trainer, teacher, journalist and features writer, and content creator and consultant on a wide 

variety of projects. 

 

 

Joanne, second from left, with writers, including Ghostbusters and De-

signing Women actress Annie Potts , second from right, and  Peabody 

award winning performance poet J. Ivy, right, at the Anguilla Lit Fest, 

2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample of Interviews featuring Joanne C. Hillhouse: 

In 2021, with Badass Black Girl, ACalabash, Antigua and Barbuda Public Library, & Diaspora Kids Lit. Also in 2021, she hosted a 

World Book and Copyright Day Chat on her AntguanWriter YouTube channel with illustrator of her books Lost! A Caribbean Sea 

Adventure and The Jungle Outside, and Bocas award winning poet for her own Doe Songs Danielle Boodoo-Fortune. 

Sample of articles featuring Joanne C. Hillhouse: 

Leaving Home: 10 Books about Exile and Displacement (by author A. Naomi Jackson at the American Scholar)  

We Spoke with Joanne C. Hillhouse about Her Writing and Antiguan and Barbudan Literary Culture (at the Culture Trip)  

See Joanne C. Hillhouse’s Media Page for a full break down of interviews, article spotlights, and more. 

Sample of creative writings by Joanne C. Hillhouse: 

Poetry: Antigua, at Night in BIM: Arts for the 21st Century (2021) , Summer 1 in The Missing Slate (2013) &Tongues of the Ocean 

(2014), Children’s Melee in Moko: Caribbean Arts and Letters (2014), Ghosts’ Lament in SX Salon (2011) 

Fiction: Carnival Hangover in Intersect Antigua (2020), The Other Daughter in Commonwealth Writers Adda (2017), The Cat has 

Claws (flash fiction) in Akashic Books’ Mondays are Murder series (2013) 

Essays/Creative Non-Fiction: A Life in Mas in Moko: Caribbean Arts and Letters (2018) 

Joanne C. Hillhouse has written for Essence, Writer’s Digest, Publisher’s Weekly, among others, including ’Barbuda’s Hurricane Irma 

Story is about Devastation and Resilience’ for Huffington Post. See her portfolio. As a freelancer, Joanne has worked on a wide 

range of projects. See a sampling of projects and publications.   

Joanne, also, has two long running independent series, CREATIVE SPACE and Blogger on Books. Here are some samples: 

CS: Chavel Thomas: Burning Boundaries, Food is Culture, Miranda Askie Designs: Not Cookie Cutter, Argent is Ready to Wear 

BoB: Glorious,  The Lizard Cage, Animal Farm, The Festival of San Joaquin, The Known World, The Art of White Roses  
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Joanne at the Caribbean Congress of Writers in Guadeloupe in 

2013 with Bahamian writer Marion Bethel and Jamaican-UK writ-

er Leone Ross. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reviews of Joanne’s writing: 

“A charming and edifying work with a romance that will make YA fans swoon. “ - Kirkus Reviews on Musical Youth 

“As a huge romance fan, it was so satisfying to read about a relationship growing very organically. However, what I truly enjoyed 

with this novel was the representation of the social and generational dynamics of the Antiguan society… as brutal as these dynam-

ics may be sometimes. What moved me was the cultural pride, the representation of Caribbean society’s issues without being 

judgmental. What resonated with me was the discourse on what being Black is, on what being a young Caribbean girl/boy is in the 

21st century.” - Karukerament on Musical Youth 

“The author really knew what she was doing writing this book. It felt real and truly such a great look into the lives of young adults 

living in Antigua. I did not want the book to end.” - Book of Cinz, founder of #readCaribbean on Musical Youth  

“Overall Hillhouse presents an engaging account of the complications of Caribbean life and a cross-cultural, inter-racial romance.” 

– Broken Pencil on Dancing Nude in the Moonlight 10th Anniversary Edition and Other Writings 

"There's such an authenticity to her story. I immediately knew the people, the characters she wrote about." – review by Elizabeth 

Nunez on NPR of Oh Gad!   

“For its thoughtful rendering of complex issues such as gender, class, migration and death, for the swiftness of Hillhouse’s prose, 

and especially for the captivating personality with which she endows the title character, readers will be instantly drawn to this nar-

rative…Hillhouse has crafted a story that ... truly captures the spirit of Antigua’s recent past.” – review by Dr. Natasha Lightfoot of 

Duke University in The Antigua and Barbuda Review of Books on The Boy of The Boy from Willow Bend 

“With Grace explores a Caribbean space richly woven with magic, mystery, and fantasy – an engaging fable.” – Alscess Lewis 

Brown – editor, the Caribbean Writer 

“Hillhouse’s authorial voice is lyrical and descriptive. … (she) masterfully transports us back and forth from our modernity into the 

mythic yet real seat of Antiguan culture. What we find there is fascinating.” – Leah Creque-Harris in Caribbean Vistas on Oh Gad! 

“Hillhouse’s pen documents the cultural tapestries of a society that is evolving.” – Valerie Knowles Combie, Professor, University of 

the Virgin Islands, The Antigua and Barbuda Review of Books 

“Joanne Hillhouse deserves to be better known…I believe that as the word spreads, she will be widely recognized as an important 

Caribbean writer doing distinctive work.” – Mervyn Morris Jamaican Professor emeritus University of the West Indies, Mona, Ja-

maica and former Poet Laureate of Jamaica 

Read more reviews of Joanne C. Hillhouse’s creative work and book summaries. 

Jhohadli. Wadadli Pen. Social media. Author contact: Joanne at jhohadli@gmail.com 
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